PROJECT. 		

MOTT MACDONALD

Lotus delivered a solution which enabled a flexible
working environment that Mott MacDonald could
change to adapt to their requirements. A high
attention to detail was required to ensure that
the Lotus products complemented the building’s
heritage design and matched local New Zealand
timbers. Lotus were proud to work with the project
stakeholders to successfully deliver this project.

ARCHITECT.
Warren and Mahoney
BUILDER.
Alaska Interiors
LOCATION.
Auckland, New Zealand
PRODUCTS.
Glas-stax Wall System and Acoustic Sliders.

SCOPE
The client required Lotus to create a flexible working environment that was functional and delivered strong acoustic
performance. The design also needed to complement the building’s heritage design by matching the finishes with a
local New Zealand timber used throughout the office fit-out.

SOLUTION
Multiple products were selected to deliver the customer requirements successfully including a Fine Frame centre
stacking Glas-stax Wall System with a slimline profile stiles to allow maximum light transfer and a seamless design.
Multiple Sliders were also incorporated to deliver high levels of acoustic performance as well as ensuring maximum
flexibility of space and easy operation.
A high attention to detail was required to ensure that the panel surface finish on the sliders had the same vertical
running grain on the veneer and the correct amount of gloss to ensure a continuous look across the entire space.
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OUR APPROACH
Lotus was able to meet the customers strict deadlines and used local
New Zealand timbers on the Solid Sliders to ensure that the design
complemented the elements of the heritage building. Although there
were access issues and high levels of construction on site, we were able
to deliver and install the products with no impact on quality.
Lotus were proud to work with Alaska Interiors and Warren and Mahoney
on delivering this project so successfully. We are proud of the quality
products we delivered to ensure the customer has a space that is
adaptable to their changing requirements and consistent with the look
and feel of the heritage building.
Local New Zealand Timber Applied to the
Lotus Acoustic Sliders

Flexibility of Space

Lotus Face Fixed Glazed Slider
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